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innlosed by these chains, is nearly half tbe length of the basin· 
of Chuct{ito or Titicaca.. Two mountains co' cred with 
eternal sno\v, seen from the to,Yn of Lin1a., and ,,·hich the 
inhabitants nan1e Toldo de la .1Yieve, belong to the w·estern 
chain, that of II uarocheri. . 

North-'\\est of the vallies of Salcabamba, in the parallel of 
the ports of Huaura and Guarrney, between 11° and 10° 
latitude the t"o chains unite in the 1\not of the Huanuco and 
the Pas'co, c lebrated for the mines of Y n.uricocha or Santa 
Rosa. There rise t·wo peaks of colossal height, the N evados 
of Sasao-uanca and of La Viuda. The table-land of this knot 
of mom~ta.ins appears in the Pam bas de Bon1bon to be more 
than 1800 toises above the level of the ocean. Fro1n this . 
point, on the north of the parallel of Huanuco, (lat. 11 °) 
the And s are divided into three chains :-the first, and n1ost 
eastern, rises bet'\\een Pozuzu and l\1una, bet,veen tl).e Rio 
Huallaga, and the Rio Pachitea., a tributary of the U cayali; 
the second, or central, is between the Huallaga, and the 
Upper lVIaranon; the third, or 'Yes tern, between the Upper 
Marafion and the coast of Truxillo and Payta. The eastern 
chain is a f:'ma111~teral branch "hich lo,vers into a ra.nge of 
hills: its direction is first N.N.E., bordering the Pan1p~.s . 
del Sacramento, after\\ards it tm~ns W.N.vV., where it is 
broken by the Rio Hua.llaga, in the Pongo, above the con
fluence of Chipurana, and then it loses itself in latitude 6-i-0

, 

en the north-west of Lamas. A transversal ridge seen1s to 
connect it with the central chain, south of Para.n1o de Pis
coguanuna (or Piscuaguna), west· of Chachapoyas. The 
intermediary or central chain stretches from the knot of 
Pasco and Huanuco, to\Yards N.N.W., bet,veen Xican and. 
Chicoplaya, Huacurachuco and the sources of the Rio J.VIon
zan, between ~ata.z and Pa:jatan, Caxan1arquilla and Moyo
bamba. It \'ndens ~rea:tly in ~he parallel of Chachapoyas, 
and forms a 1nounta1nous territory, traversed by deep and 
extremely hot vallies. On the north of the Paran1o de 
Piscoguanuna. (lat. 6°), the central chain thro,vs t" o branches 
in the direction. of La ·y ellaca and San Bor:ja. We shall 
soo~ see that this latter branch forms, belo\v the Rio Neva 
a tr1butury stream of the A1nazon, the rocks that border the 
famous Pon&o de Manseriche. In this zone, where :North 
Peru approxu~1ates to the confines of N e¥l Grenada jn lat. 
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